Covid safety measures at the University of Pavia
Fundamental principles

1. Security
2. Adaptability
3. Accessibility
4. Vocation of the University
Covid-19 provisions on how to travel and entrance in Italy

• Check what to do upon your arrival and which are your obligations according to the Italian law concerning Covid-19

5 Rules to have access to the University premises

1. It is forbidden to access the University premises for those who have experienced one of these conditions in the last 15 days: 1) Body $T \geq 37.5 \, ^\circ\, C$; 2) contact with COVID-19 positive people; 3) a combination of at least three of the following symptoms: sore throat; cough and/or difficulty breathing; nasal obstruction; tiredness/muscle aches; diarrhea and/or vomiting; alteration of tastes and smells.

2. Face covering required: when you are in the university common areas (classrooms, laboratories, common areas etc.) always wear a face covering to protect nose and mouth.

3. Follow the directions on the signs.

4. In classrooms, only sit in the allowed seats (they will be highlighted by special signals), avoid gatherings and physical contact.

5. Wash your hands frequently or use the appropriate sanitizers dispensers to keep them clean; avoid touching your face and nose.

No temperature check for students.
IN ENTRATA ED IN USCITA MANTIENI LE DISTANZE

UNIVERSITÀ DI PAVIA
ABBIAI A CUORE LA SALUTE DELL’INTERA COMUNITÀ ACCADEMICA
contribuisci anche tu seguendo le regole di comportamento

- **RISPETTA I POSTI ASSEGNATI**
  Respekti zasedane mestjes

- **INDOSSA LA MASCHERINA**
  Wear face mask

- **IGIENIZZA FREQUENTEMENTE LE MANI**
  Wash your hands frequently

- **EVITA GLI ASSEMBRAMENTI**
  Avoid the crowd

- **STARNUTISICI O TOSSISICI NEL GOMITO**
  Sneezing and cough in the folded elbow

- **NON TOCCARTI IL VISO CON LE MANI**
  Don’t touch your face with hands

- **EVITA IL CONTATTO**
  Avoid contacts

SIEDITI QUI
PLEASE SIT HERE

ABBIAI A CUORE LA SALUTE DELL’INTERA COMUNITÀ ACCADEMICA
contribuisci anche tu seguendo le regole di comportamento

- **RESTA A CASA SE HAI FEBBRE O SINTOMI**
  Stay home if you think you have fever or symptoms

- **INDOSSA LA MASCHERINA**
  Wear face mask

- **MANTIENI LE DISTANZE**
  Keep the distance

- **EVITA GLI ASSEMBRAMENTI**
  Avoid the crowd

- **STARNUTISICI O TOSSISICI NEL GOMITO**
  Sneezing and cough in the folded elbow

- **NON TOCCARTI IL VISO CON LE MANI**
  Don’t touch your face with hands

- **IGIENIZZA FREQUENTEMENTE LE MANI**
  Wash your hands frequently

- **EVITA IL CONTATTO**
  Avoid contacts

- **CERCA LA POSTAZIONE DI RILEVAMENTO TEMPERATURA PIU VICINA A TE**
  Search for the nearest fever testing station

*per informazioni e per restare aggiornato visita www.unipv.it/coronavirus
Elevators

The use of lifts is strongly discouraged. It can be used in case of extreme necessity and for one person at a time with priority for disabled users. In the lift it is mandatory to wear a mask.
Hygiene of environments and surfaces is

Increased cleaning of classrooms and campus common spaces: daily cleaning and sanitization of the common areas, classrooms and surfaces of most contact.

Each classroom / laboratory is equipped with a kit containing the disinfectant gel and sanitizing products for surfaces, multimedia equipments (PC, keyboards and microphones) or laboratory equipments.

Safe ventilation: classroom windows will be opened for 15 minutes every two hours.
Alternating online and in-person class sessions

All Courses held on campus will be also delivered online: all classrooms have been provided with new technological equipment to make on-campus and online teaching activity possible.

Apply for Attendance on Campus: https://frequenzainpresenza.unipv.it/
In- Library Consultation and Loan

To access, both for in library consultation and for study, it is necessary to sign the appropriate self-certification and book your seat via https://www'affluences.com

Loan request: a contactless pick up service is available using the SmartOpac App
How will the University manage confirmed cases of COVID-19

• Closure of the classroom and the disinfection and sanitization of the same day

• Support the contact tracing activity

• Notify those who would need to know about confirmed COVID-19 cases
Contacting us

• Call center for Degree Seeking Students (Welcome Point):
  • 0039 0382 989898 – Mon.-Fri.: 10.00 – 12.00

• Call center for Erasmus Exchange Students
  • 0039 0382 984302 Mon- Fri 9.30-12.00

Limited accessing only if strictly necessary: book an appointment on [http://gopa.unipv.it/](http://gopa.unipv.it/) by selecting the counter requested and the preferred date/time